At the present time, there are so many computation requests of the mobile computing on clouding environment. In this paper, we addressed on the size and computation reduction during image transferring to the mobile device. 
Introduction
The rapid development of the Internet goes by, the convenience and the instantaneity of interchanging the instant information have been increased, users can make use the mobile devices such as smart phones or IPAD, Under these concerns, we will adapt the DWT and also proposed block APV, block RP for image blocks reduction to meet our light-weighted schema requirement. VQ and DCT are dropped because of their heavy loadings such as similar vector searching, cosine computations, extra codebook and quantization table.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the methods for image blocks reduction.
Section 3 describes our proposed light-weighted schema.
Section 4 reports our experimental results. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 5.
The Methods for Image Blocks Reduction
There are different methods of storing the digital image on the computer, and they are usually categorized into two approaches as spatial domain and frequency domain. Our paper is mainly addressed on spatial domain methods which include DWT, block APV and block RP.
However, our research is focused on the lightweighted concerns that the image's compression and restoration can be done without extra image information storing and without too much complicated computing process. So, the concept of DWT is adapted for image blocks reduction, and we also propose two image blocks reduction methods which include the block APV and block RP. These methods can satisfy the light-weighted concerns, and moreover the original image's compression code is right as its small sized image to benefit the viewing need of mobile device.
Discrete Wavelet Transform
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is mainly applied on the compression, or image noise removing, even using as 
The Proposed Methods
Image is firstly divided into non-overlapping blocks. As 
The Proposed Light-Weighted Schema
The schema which proposed in this paper includes two phases, image compression and restoration. The intention of image compression is to reduce the overhead of mobile device under the cloud and wireless mobile computing environment. On the cloud server, the image compression is performed, and the compressed codes can directly to be Table 1 PSNRs of the restored m images from their own
From Table 1 etter qualities than the NPAV restored, while the best PSNR is 28.6. If NPAV is applied, the quality of the restored image of the small sized image which obtained from RP is better than the other method, while the best PSNR is 26.1, as shown in Table 1 . 
